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Well, how did you like RSA’s performance yesterday?  I thought that was pretty cool!

Today the weather seems to be more favourable for ‘flat country/thermal’ pilots.  The wind is
from the north and the ridges and the mountains aren’t working.  However, it is looking pretty
blue from where I am sitting.  There are a few puffs of cumulus so the thermals are out there.  I
think finding them will be the trick though.

  The pilots were again motivated and positive this morning.  I wonder how they do it because
personally, I am running out of steam.  I am very tempted to say something along the lines of
“Same airfield, same action, different day.”  I suppose one could say that the crew is pretty
much in the swing of the daily routine but the pilots are the ones who have to keep adjusting to
a new task every day.

 Last night we had the international dinner – it was rather nice.  We could just sit down and eat
because we had already done our bit.  You see, RSA was invited by the German team to join
them when they did their part for the international dinner.  They wanted to do is soon because
they had bought a whole bunch of German beer with which wasn’t going to last long in these
weather conditions.  So we did ours early on and last night, we got to relax and enjoy.  And
enjoy we did.  Because Andrew was flying again, he got nominated to drive.  This however
didn’t stop him from sampling the alcoholic beverages – he would collect, take a small sip and
give me the rest to finish.  It was a tough job but the crew has to pull through for the pilot.

No, I am not hung over – I didn’t go overboard.  In fact, none of Crew 67 are hung over.  We
were very well behaved.

Oh, just a note, Sven said that he has been able to receive e-mails but he cannot send any.  So
all your messages to his mailbox are being received but he is unable to reply.
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